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Grant set in ahnnna's ruune
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

An endowment fund in Jodi Huisentruit's
name is being established for students
majoring in mass communications, and
possibly for female golf players at SCSU.
Huisentruit was abducted June 27, 1995 on
her way to work as a news anchor at KJMT-TV
in Mason City, Iowa. She is a 1990 SCSU
alumna. She graduated with majors in mass
communications and sveech communications.
"We're hoping to get money into a golf
scholarship becallse she enjoyed golf and was
so good at it," said KIMT-TV News Director
Doug Merbach.
Huisentruit played golf in high school and
while she attended SCSU.
The seed money for the fund will be
coming from a reward fund at KIMT-TV for
clues to Huisentruit's whereabouts, among

other sources in Mason City. The station is still
contacting those who originally donated to the
fund, Merbach slµd.
Merbach also said many who have donated
in the -. past were
wondering what was
going to happen to the ·
money, which has not
been used for the past
two years, because
there hitve been no
productive leads in that
time.
"We still hope we
can find Jodi aJive,"
Merbach said. He said
JODI
he and others from the
H UISENTRUIT
station taJk with Mason
City police once every two weeks about
Huisentruit's disappearance.
Merbach said there were some prospective

leads this fall that never panned out. There has
not been a great deal of new information since
the first few weeks after Huisentruit's
clisappearance.
.
The KIMT-TV news crew has also
collectively donated nearly $2,500 to the fund,
Merbach said. This is in addition to $5,000
from Spartan Communications Inc. the
company who owns KIMT-TV.
"It is primarily involved with the
departments of mass communication~ and
physical
education,:'
said
mass
communications department Chairman
Richard Hill.
Hill said no one currently knows how much
money there is for the fund, but the intention is
to let it build.

Go TO ALUMNA, PAGE 6•

Shane OpalI/PHoro EDfTVR

Ray Melberg waves a flag
Saturday at the hockey game
against Regina. Story page 11.

SCSU prepares for

Homecoming events
Homecoming
week starts today
with talent show
by Richard Wells
STAFF WRITER

Homecoming '97 is finally here

atSCSU.

Shane Opak/PHOTO EDffOR

Ryan Fiom, (left), AMA president, and vice president Sarah Quam worked on the banner which
was stolen Saturday on the walking bridge above 1oth Street The banner cost $669.50.

Homecoming sign stolen
by Mandy Jackson
Co-NEWS EDITOR

A large sign promoting
Homecoming week was stolen
early Saturday morning, before 2
a.m. from the foot bridge between
the Engineering and Computing
Center and HaJenbeck Hall over
10th Street.
"I just happened to be coming
home. I was turning right on 10th
Street and noticed it was gone,"
said senior Vice President of
American Marketing Association
Sarah Quam.
Quam said she and Ryan Flom,
presitlent of AMA, both went ·10
the University Public Safety
building at 2:45 am. on Saturday
to report the missing sign, after
being told to do so by the St. Cloud
Police. Once there, they filed a

report with UPS and with the St
Cloud Police.
The police took a report of the
incident and gave suggestions

been taken so that someone who
saw something or was involved
might sttp forward.
The theft iS a felony because
the sign was worth more than

$500, sa;d Sgt. Jeny Edblad, of the

"It's not a joke.
It's a felony
Martin Sayre
OFFICER OF THE Sr. CLOUD
POLICE DEPARTMENT

about what to do, Quam said. She
said the police told them to try to
get the word out that the sign had

St. Cloud Police Department.
Edblad said the penalty for
theft of over $500 and under
$2,500 is up to five years in prison.
.''It's not a joke," said officer
Martin ·say.re. "It's a felony."
A $50 reward is being offered
for information leading to the
return of the sign.
We'd like to get it back," said
Barry Wegener, director of
Marketing and Communications
for SCSU AMA advisor.
"It's (the sign)· only good for
this week."

Go TO SIGN, PAGE 7•

Starting Oct..13 and continuing
through Oct. 17, Homecoming
week starts with a
sho'wcasing
of
abilities in the
talent show
Monday at 7
p.m. in the
Kimberly
A.
Ritsche
Auditorium.
Tuesday at 7
p.m., a debate is
scheduled on the legalization of
marijuana. Founcler of the Guardian
Angels, Curtis Sliwa and editor in
chief of High Times . magazine,
~teve ·Hager, will debate on these
issues.
The event is free with an SCSU
student ID and $5 for the general
public. Ti~kets · are availible at
Atwood MemoriaJ Center in the
University Program Board office in
Room 118. The debate will be
broadcast on 88. t KVSC-FM.
Coronation will take place in the
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium at
7 p.m. The winner of the talent
show will peifonn and the 1,997
Homecomning King and Queen
will be crowned.
Hypnotist Sarni Dare will
perform Thursday. The show is free
with a student ID.
The movie "Fargo" will be
shown in the Atwood Little Theatre
at 7 p.m. Oct 17 and 18. The show
is free for students. The free SCSU

Homecoming Concert 'featuring the
bands Unisense and Medi"um takes
place in the Halenbeck MAin Gym
at 10 p.m. During the concert, a
drawing for a free round-trip
airplane
ticket
will
take
place.
The 16th annual Fun Run will be
hosted Saturday at 8:45 a.m.on the
Atwood Mall. The run is free for
students and alumni.
Prerequired and
will begin at
8
a.m.
Participants
will have
the option
of walking
5K or running
!OK.

The Husky
football
team
will play Augustana College at
Selke Field at noon.
The hockey team wHJ.. host the
Notre Dame Fighting Irish at 7:05
p.m. at the National Hockey Center.
Students are welcome to attend
the second annuai' Husky Hoopla at
3 p.m. in the Halenbeck Fieldhouse.
This year's theme is Mardi Gras and
there wjll
be
food
and
entertainment.
There will also be rock
climbing, sumo wrestling, gladiator
jousting, and bouncy boxing. The
event also includes six focxl booths
in the Stationary Homecoming
Parade.
Families of current SCSU
students and alumni are invited to
share in the activities.

For more information, contact
University Programming Boa~d

at 255-2205.
See related story on page 17.
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Local teacher with
cancer featured on
national news

& CoMMUNilY BRIEFS

SCSU Football player

rewarded for brain
and brawn

Dennis Frederick, a third grade teacher in
the Sauk Rapids-Rice school system, will be
featured on NBC Nightly News. Frederick is
dying from colon cancer but continues to
teach.
The recent attention s1arted with a story in
the St. Cloud Times on Sept. 25, recently
picked up by)(ARE-11 television station and
the Minneapolis Star Tribune. It was this
coverage that spawned the call from a

pnxlucer at NBC.
Thursday, a NBC nightly news camera
crew taped footage of him in the school.
Frederick was diagnosed with cancer in
1996 and currently has appl"OXimately two
months to live.

three nimble recoveries against NebraskaOmaha; he retuined one of those recoveries
55 yards for a tollchdown. He led the Huskies
last year with 94 tackles and was the team's
defensive MVP. Sinz is a Community Health
major and a Health Education minor.

SCSU senior linebacker Jeremy-Sinz of
Edgar, Wis. has been selected as a 1997
Burger King College Football Scholarship
award winner.
The Burger King Corp. will donate

$10,000 in Sinz's name to the university's
general scholarship fund. Throughout the
country, the company will donate $1 million
in scholarships during the 1997 college
football season, supporting student athletes
who maintain high academic standards and
are leaders in their communities.
A member of the 1996 All-North Central
Conference second team, Sinz earned NCC
all-academic honors in 1995 and 1996. In
1996, he set a new team record by posting

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Governor visits St.

Cloud to discuss
funding for stadium
Gov. Ame Carlson came to St. Cloud to
discuss lhe possibilities of a new Twins stadium
at the Minnesota Broadcasters Association
convention at lhe Kelly Inn.
Carlson spokeswoman Jackie Renner said
the governor's plea will center on keeping lhe
Twins here for reasons such as quality of life.
The governor's idea is to pay for the stadium
with a dime-a-pack cigarette tax increase.

STATE

to-year-old boy

Public safety a

MONDAY
Homecoming Week

policeonc~

mayoral debates

Talent Show

Police chased a pickup truck
speeding up and down the streets
of Fridley Thursday. They fin ally
stopped the vehicle and the driver,
a 10-year-old in pajamas.
St. Cloud Police Sgt. Mike
Morrissey said the 1ruck with no
lights on, wen! up a highway ramp
in the wrong direction after which
pursuing officers rammed the rear
of the vehicle, spinning it around.
During the early morning chase
the truck reached. speeds of 65 to
70 mi les per hour, Morrissey said.
He said the boy was wearing Lion
King pajamas

Mayoral candidate Barbara
Carlson has made crime the
defining issue of her Minneapolis
mayoral campaign.
Mayor Sharon Sayles-Belton
says public safety is her top priority,
even if it wasn't a central plank of
her campaign until Carlson forced
the issue.
In recent debates on crime the
two candidates have brought up
different statistics to support two
contrasting assessments of the
crime situation - the incumbent's
view naturally a bit more hopeful
than the challenger's.
Say les-Belton has tended 10

Kayak Workshops
6 and 7:30 p.m. in
Halenbeck pool. $5 cost to
learn how to Kayak. The first
session is on learning how to
kayak The second session
teaches how to roll.

TUESDAY
'Marijuana - Legalize
it?'
7 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium. Curtis
Sliwa and Steven Hager
debate whether or not to
legalize marijuana.

WEDNESDAY
International
Symposium
11 a.m. in the North
Voyageur Room in Atwood
Memorial Center.

'Magic by Moonlight'
7 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium. The
crowning of the
Homecoming King and
Queen.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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A bi ll to repeal· the ban on
consumption of alcohol on state
college ·campuses was approved by
the House ·or Representatives
Higher Education Commiuee.
The bill, if passed by the House
of Representatives when it meets in
January, would leave the question
of possession and consumption to
the State College Board.
The j,ossible change came about
with th,e legal drinking age being
lowered to 18 and the University of
Minnesota Board of Regents
recently approving a policy
allowing alcohol in university
donnitories.

CoRRECITONS
In the Oct. 9 edition of the
Universiry Chronicle, in the story
titled "Flu shots offered at Health
Services," ii should have read
immunity begins about two weeks
after vaccinations are given and
lasts about •six mon\hs. Pebple
.;hould be vaccinated by October or
November so 1hey can build up
their immunity.

Mall Germain 'will no longer be an
appropriate title for the west end of that street
As of 5:45 p.m. Thursday it was open to
automobile traffic.
To prevent automobiles from driving at
high speeds through the area, a
narrow, winding road was put in instead of a
straight-through.
The Gemnain mall was originally added
in 1973 as part of an urban renewal project
that started in response to the business lost
to Crossroads Shopping Center built in

1966.
In 1996, the Downtown Council polled
Mall Germain property owners OJl the
possibility of reopening West St. Germain.
The response was 100 percent in favor of
reopening it.
·

emphasize a 42 percent decline
in homicides through August,
to make her point that she has
dealt successfully with .crime
and that ~ity neighborh(¥)(1s are
safer than they were four years
ago.
Carlson, who blames the mayor
for letting Minneapolis become
"Murderapolis," takes a starkly
different view.
Yes, she says, homicides have
decreased from record levels in
1995 and 1996, but crime overall is
up three percent this year over last,
an'cl it has risen substantially over
the past two decades.
The city's violent crime rate homicide, rape, robbery and
aggravated assault nearly
doubled between 1970 and 1990,
increased 26 percent from 1990 to
1993 and has gone up anothe;r five

percent since the end of 1993, when
Sayles Belton was elected.

Million Woman
March planned
in Philadelphia
Philadelphia will be the site of a
Million Woman March on Oct 25.
The only problem is only about a
half a million women are expected.
Organizers told city officials
they expect 500,000, but told
reporters far more will march two
miles from Independence Hall to a
day-long rally at Benjamin Franklin
Parkway.
Winnie Mandela, former wife of
South African President Nelson
Mandela, is to be the keynote
speaker.
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Germain Street open
to automobile traffic

& NATION BRIEFS

in pajamas leads major topic of

7 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium in
Stewart Hall.
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Five groups
given back
recognition
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE. EDITOR

~

SCSU President Bruce Grube and his wife Kathryn discuss issues at an open forum Sunday morning before the sennon he gave
Sunday at University Lutheran Church of the Epiphany.

Grube helps church celebrate

anniversary, delivers sermon
Grube addresses selfdiscovery and life at
Sunday's sermon

A second question a member of the
discussion asked was how late is too late to
become a student at SCSU. Grube .answered

that it is never too late. He said that the average
age at SCSU is not 18-to,.24, but is really 25 or
26.

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

'Self-discovery and life were a tremendous
part of what SCSU President Bruce Grube's

scnnon and discussion at University Lutheran
Church of the Epiphany was about.
Grube held an open discussion where people
from the surrounding community were invited
at IO a.m. yesterday at the ULCE.
Grube began the discussion with some

history of his life, such as where he is from, how
he met his wife Katherine, and where he has
Jived. Grube then invited members of the group
to converse with him.
Titls led to people asking Grube various
types of questions. The discussion followed a
path of economics, what kind of students are at
SCSU and self-discovery.
The question of why tuition is raised was one
of the issues Grube was asked to address. The
answer was decided by the state of Minnesota
about how much SCSU receives from the State
and .how much SCSU earns in fund-raising
dollars.
Another way to obtain some of the
expensive items and learning tools SCSU
needs is to form partnerships with businesses.

There is a certain level of
tension between the
university and the
surrounding community
Bruce Grube
SCSLJ PRESIDENT
Grube also addressed the relationship
between SCSU and the community surrounding
the campus.
''There is a certain level of tension between
the university and ihe surrounding community,"
Grube said. 'The truth is that St. Cloud is not a
party school. We are hoping to build a whole
new tradition."
After the open discussion, Grube also gave
the sermon at the 11 a.m. service at ULCE.
Grube's prevalent topic during both the open
discussion and his sermon was self-discovery.

"First of all, I believe life is 1he process of
self-discovery," Grube said.
In both situations, Grube used the example of
an onion to demonstrate what self means to
himself. Grube said that at the core of a person
lies his self. In order to discover one's self, a
person needs to peel back the layers to reach the
core.
Grube said the core is what is worth exploring
and discovering.
"We all live in a state of unconsciousness
with the things we don't know about ourselves,"
Grube said. "We tend to encounter our unknown
selves as if it's coming from the outside."
An issue several people were concerned
about was how Grube was going to handle the
separation of church and state.
"I was thinking how (Grube) is going to
separate church and state," SCSU soph0more
Dave Novak. "I Was wondering how (Grube)
was going to be sensitive to that. I
like how he tied both spirituality and practicality
together and how he made it more of a human
thing than maybe a denominational thing."
Another concern was how well Grube did
since this was his first sermon.
"I think he did a good job," Counsel
Secretary, and member of the congregation at
ULCE, Gary Whitford said. "I felt like he tried to
take hi s expertise and apply it to a
different setting."
Grube's sermon and open discussion was
apart
of
the
70th
anniversary
celebration at ULCE during the month of
October.

Five groups in all were given
continual recognition at Thursday's
convening of Student" Government,
while one group was tabled until
n~xt meeting.
·
As pan of unfinished business
the University Chronicle and
Society of Professional Journalists
were both given continual
recognition, after originally failing
to hand in paper work.
During new business, Student
Government voted to also give
continual recognition to The
Sociology Club, The Ultimate
Frisbee Club and the Emergency
Medical Safety Technicians club.
The Men's Rugby Club was tabled
until next week because it needed to
get an adviser's signature on the
continual recognition application
form and appoint someone to go to
Student Representative Assembly
meetings for the club.
Next Thursday is the last
meeting for groups to present their
cases for cominual recognition.
"It would be nice if people got
their stuff in on time so that we
wouldn't have to deal with this,"
said Christy Hovanetz, Student
Government president referring to
the continual recognition form that
multiple groups failed to get in on
time.
She added that small matters
like this are nice ·for the beginning
of the school year because it gives
Student Government a chance to
polish
their
parliamentary
procedure.
Elections will be held Oct. 21
and 22 for open student senator
positions.
In internal matters, four people
were elected to the judicial council,
bringing the total to five. One spot
on the council remains open.
Two current student groups
were given funds for special events.
The Malaysian Student Association
was granted $870 for Malaysian
Night '98 and the International
Students
Association,
in
conjunction with the International
Relations Club, was granted $1,400
to host a speaker.
The topic of what to do with
unused space in Lawrence Hall was
touched on. Possibilities being
discussed included making it an oncampus living quaneFS for married
students and/or students with
children.

Cost of living lower, reflects on students
St. Cloud cost of living
1.5 percent below the
national average
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

The number of hours a student needs to
work in order to stay ahead is below the
national average, according to a study done
by American Chamber of Commerce
Researchers AsSOCiation.
"It means that you can earn less money or
bring less money to St. Cloud to buy things,"
said Economics Assistant Professor Mark
Partridge.

Because the cost-of-living index is lower
in St. Cloud, students are better off in the
number of hours they need to work to
compete with other metro areas.
"Students wouldn't have to be paid as well
as somewhere else to do as well," said
Partridge.
St. Cloud received a cost-of-living index
of 98.5. Titls is 1.5 percent below the national
average.
"We should be a little below the national
aver~ge because we're a little city," Panridg.e
said.
Minneapolis received a cOst-of-living
index of 100.8. The highest city in the study
was Manhattan in New York City, with acostof-living index of 228.5.
''The cost of living varies across the

country," Partridge said: ''This could affect a
job offer you receive from across the country.
That is something most people don't look at."
A salary of $30,000 would be the
equivalent of a salary of $70,000 in
Manhattan.
A salary of $250,000 in Minneapolis
would be equivalent to a salary of $570,000
in Manhattan.
'The study that we participate in is very
speci fic ," said Gail Ivers, director of
marketing and member services for the St.
Cloud Chamber of Commerce.
ACCRA tells the member chambers of
commerce across the U.S. and Canada
exactly which products should be priced and
on w_hat day they are to be priced.
The study conducted is done on a

volunteer basis. Not every chamber of
commerce participates in the study.
"If your area is prone to sales, then your
cost of living is probably lower," Ivers said.
Because the study does deal with pricing .
items, local merchants assist the chamber of
commerce.
''The merchants have to cooperate to get
us the information," Ivers said. "We have an
immense level of coopera1ion in St. Cloud
from the local businesses."
The study helps to inform local businesses
about price structure for !he area.
"We get a lot of inquiries from bllsinesses
about the St. Cloud area," Ivers said. ''This
study is beneficial to the St. Cloud area."
·
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Council votes .to support students·
by Laura Zimney

The voices of SCSU students were
recently acknowledged by the St Cloud City
Council. The city council voted nine to one to
urge bars to open at the nonnal time of I I
a.m. on Sa~rday morning of Homecoming.
In a local tradition, bars open at 8 a.m. in
the morning for "cartoon drink specials."
Students signed a petition bringing the
recommendation to the council's attention. It
was too late to force the bars to take action,

awareness of the problem."
1here is concern that having the bars open
at 8 a.m. results in more students getting
intoxicated early in the morning. The petition
cited the fights and arrests which are the
result of drinking and expressed concerns
about the reputation of the university.
But those involved were quick to
emphasize the fact the measure was oot an
action against drinking itself.
"It's not like an anti-drinking thing," said
Padriac Obma, a Peer educator for the
Alcohol/Drug Awareness and Prevention
Team.
The statement supports responsible
drinking, but makes it clear that drinking in
the morning before the Homecoming

but they wanted to make their concerns

fes~~!~~;g~

CoPYEDITOR
AND

by Jeremiah Jennings
STAFF WRITER

~:~~

:~!~:

who are going to

Oise~ director of the Women's . go tothebarsmayend updrinkingwhelherit
Center on campus,. was encouraged by the is at 8 a.m. or I I a.m., there are specific
council's reaction.
concerns because of the earlier opening time.
"It was a very good discussion," she said,
One is it is more likely for blood alcohol
"And I was heartened by their seriousness and- -to reach a dangerous level when drinks are

It is hoped that, when the excessive
consumed early in the morning.
Olsen, admitting she is not an expert said, drinking is cut down, the number of assaults
"My opinion is that people are less likely to will decline as well. The early opening was
have severe alcohol poisoning if they start given as an example of a major item where
later."
this needs to be addressed.
Although the image of SCSU was
The other problem b~ught up is early
opening and ~artoon specials provides an addressed as a major issue, Padraic agreed
atmosphere of tradition that motivates the well-being of the students was the main
students to drink in the morning because it's concern.
something that has always been done.
"We're more worried about the students'
Obma believes it is more convenient for safety," he said.
students to drink when there is an early
Whatever the reaction of the bars, the
opening.
resolution is seen as important to making
"If it wasn't there, I don't think as many students aware of the i~ue of alcohol !U)Use.
students would do it," he said.
In the long term, students will hopefully learn
Student safety is a major concern in to drink more responsibly.
"First of all, it's a statement that drinking
bringing up the petition, and Olsen and the
Women's Center support it partJy because of before these events is irresponsible," Olsen
concerns about the treatment of women when "said.
drinking is abused.
Tips given by the Women's Center include
Although she noted it is not the cause of avoiding binge drinking. They hope this
any mistreatment, Olsen stated, 'There is a advice will be taken in the future. However, it
clear correlation between alcohol abuse and is unclear what effect the resolution will have,
sexual assault."
Olsen said.

]OB IIlJNTING AT TIIE FAIR

Annual talent
show scheduled
f~r homecoming
by Richard Wells
STAFF WRITER

Shane Opatz/PH(J[0 CDfTQR

Great Plains Software's Human Resource.employee,
Kristi Dewitz (center) answers questions from
juniors Jessica Berning (left) and Robyn Becker
during Career Information Day, Thursday afternoon
in the Atwood Ballroom, Great Plains Employment

Lead/Human Resources's Sherry Olson said they
will leave the career fair with a couple hundred
resume's and would like to hire five people from
SCSU, The company is looking for people with
computer and business backgrounds,

Sparking off the 1997 Homecoming events, this year's
talent ·show is promising to deli ver a variety of hot
perfonnances along with a few surprises. 1be show is today at
7 p.m. in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium. The event is
sponso[C9 by the Special Events and Spotlight Committees of
the University Programming Board.
'The talent show consists of student acts, mostly musical
groups· and bands," said talent show coordinator Stace)'. Xee.
'There is a drama piece, some rap songs, along with some
ori"ginal music."
Reviewing the program reveals a glimpse into the strength
and variety of the event. Blues, rock, solo vocalists, duets, an a
cappella quartet, drama skit and an Australian Aboriginal wind
instrument called a didgeridoo are all part of the night's
planned perfonnances.,
The contestants will be evaluated by four · judges on
creativity, composure, precision, attitude, originality and
crowd ~sponse.
First~place prize is $ I00 cash and an opportunity to play at
coronation Wednesday night and at Husky Hoopla on
Saturday. Other Prizes include $75, T-shirts, and gi ft
cenificates.
"People always come up with cool stuff," said graduate
advisor to UPB Amy Nord . ."Last year the rowing team reenacted the bar scene from 'Top Gun,' but instead of singing
'You've lost That Loving Feeling,'they sang 'You've Lost That
Rowing Feeling."'
In years past the talent show was mandatory for members
of the Homecoming Court, but that is not the case this year.
"So much is asked of them, that it is pushing the candidates
over the edge to ask them to do the show too," said Vee.
The event is free to students. For more infonnation, call
UPB at 255-'.?205.

SCSU invites alumni to celebrate homecoming
by Richard Wells
STAFF WRITER

r
.-

Twelve-thousand alumni have been invited lo come back
lo SCSU and · hClp celebrate Homecomi ng '97 A New
Tradition.
·
Starting today, Homecoming week will run through the
weekend boasting many more attractions for alumni,
community and family members than ever before.
"Mo~ people are involyed than -ever before." said Jessica
Os1man, director of University Programming Board, 'Tus
years Homecoming is called "A New Tradition," because
more family and community events are being focused.on than
in the past."
A homecomi ng task force comprised of representatives
from alumni, UPB, various university organizations,
Residential Life, President'_s Office, athletics, campus media
and Campus Recreation have all been working since last

November to help create Homecoming '97 A New Tradition.
''The task force wanted the weekend to be more
community wide, to focus more on families," said Jim
Stigman, Director of Alumni Events and chainnan for the
Homecoming Taskforce. "We want visitors to come
with children "and for alumni, community members, and
families,'all 10 be a part of this years Homecoming."
Family and community events over the weekend include:
An A1wood Ballroom extravaganza on Friday from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. called Harvest. Moon: A gathering of the
Community. The banquet features jazz entertainment,
food and a live auction with all proceeds going to support the
.. Second Generation Scholarship.
· While Harvest Moon is in full swing, kids ages 5-18 can
enjoy a variety of games and activities including
basketball, racquetball and VOiieybali at Boo Bash d9wh in
Halenbeck Fieldhouse.
Garvey Commons can be re-visited by alumni from JO-

11 :45 a.m. at a Homecoming reunion brunch Saturday.
Husky Hoopla: Mardi Gras, will cu lminate the
weekend of alumni, family and community events. Sa1urday
from 3-7 p.m. at Halenbeck Fiel,dhouse everyone can
enjoy rock climbing, sumo wrestling, giant pop
can racing and gladiator boxing. People can also enjoy six
different food booths and visit over 40 different student
booths in the HomecolTling stationary parade.
Coincidently, Family Weekend, where students' families
are invited to visit SCSU's campus, is · also planned
for the upcoming weekend. While _ ii is not
officially
associated
with
Homecoming,
all
families
are
invited
to
take
part in the festivities.
For
more
infonnation
about
Homecomirig
events contact the SCSU Alumni Office a1 255-4241.
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Volunteer Link to hold Opportunities Fair
by Sarah Stoermann
STAFF WRITER

Want to enhance your resume
while helping local service

organizations?
The Volunteer

Link

has

provided SCSU students with the
chance to meet 21 area non-profit

agencies at the 1997 Opportunities
Fair, held Oct. 14, IO a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the main lobby of Atwood
MemoriaJ Center.
Agencies
have
volunteer
positions, as well as paid or unpaid
internships for a variety of majors,
or people who want to enhance
their activities transcript.
The United Way, Tri-County
Humane
Society,
Catholic

Charities,
American
Cancer
Society, Salvation Army, Girl
Scouts, Red Cross and Battered
Women's Shelter are a few of the
agencies that will be represented at
the fair.
''The OppPrtunities Fair is very
-infonnal, students don't need to
bring a resume," said Molly Wilson,
graduate assistant at Volunteer
Link. 'The fair gives students a
chance to explore volunteer and
internship OpfX)rtunities that local
agencies have to offer." .·
According to Humane Society
Volunteer
Coordinator
Lisa
Brownstein, to become a volunteer
people -need to fill out an
application, provide two letters of
referi::nce, go thrciugh an inteiview,

orientation, and training, and must provides .many ·services for the
be able to pledge two hours a week community where volunteers and
for a minimum of six months or 50 interns are needed.
hours, whicheVer comes first.
"Caritas and the St. Cloud
"Volunteers are a. very crucial Children's Home are two services
part .of the shelter," Brownstein Catholic Charities provide," said
said. "We have between 75 and 100 Sheri Manson, human resource
volunteers, which make up the coordinator for Catholic Charities.
._ "Caritas has a variety of family
majority of the staff."
Volunteers are responsible for a services, so psychology majors are
variety of tasks at the Humane encouraged to volunteer. The
Society. Cleaning cages, doing Children's Home needs counselors
laundry, washing dishes and and child-care providers," Manson
walking the animals are of the few said.
volunteer tasks. There are also
Another agency recruiting at the
special volunteering events, such as Opportunities Fair is the St. Cloud
bringing animals to area nursing United Way.
homes.
United _ Way
Volunteer
Catholic · Charities, another Coordinator Cheryl Jones said, "We
agency_ represented at the fair, have internships available for those

interested in marketing, working
with the volunteer connection, fund
distribution and many other
positions."
The Uilited Way helps provide
funding for 40 area agencies by
conducting fund-raising campaigns
in the community. Another part
of the agency is to connect
volunteers with area orgariizations
that can utilize their skills, Jones
said.
For more information on the 1997
Opportunities
Fair,
contact
Volunteer Link. It is located in
Atwood Memorial Center 1178, or
call 654-5544.
•

.Nike labor controversy reaches universities
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

A worldwide issue involving Nike
employees is being ·aealt with using a local
approach.
Nike has been under attack because of
their employees' working conditions. People
in the United States and Canada will be
handing out flyers Oct. 18 to infonn the
public of these conditions. Three SCSU
students in Social Work 412, a class that
focuses on social work and the community,
will be handing out flyers as part of a group
project at Crossroads Shopping Center on
Saturday.
Senior Katy Schug said, 'This is one of
many projects we are doing for this class. We
want Nike to create a living wage and safe
working conditions for their employees." A
living wage is money a person earns that they

use to support themselves.
Senior Denise Koppes said the group
decided to use Nike for their project after
surfing the internet for infonnation. Koppes
said they want customers to know what they
arc buying and paying for.
The group is working with the Unite
union. This union is trying to collect one
million signatures for a petition that will be
S!!nt to President Bill Clinton. They are asking
the president to put the issue of sweatshops
on the national agenda. Earlier last week the
students were on the SCSU campus to ask
people to sign the petition.
The leaflets are from a U.S. and Canadian
project called Campaign for Lalx>r Rights.
The project's goal is to pressure dialogue with
representatives of the Nike campaign and
nine
Indonesian
non-government
organizations. These organizations have
offered to monitor conditions in Nike

factories in their country.
Campaign for Labor Rights National
Coordinator Trim Bissell said, ''Nike has
refused to address the issues. The coffipany
cares more alx>ut its profits than alx>ut the
well-being of its workers. Nike has a problem
which cannot be solved by public relations
maneuvers. It has a human rights problem."
Senior Nike staff members held a press
conference via conference call for college
newspaper editors on Thursday. This
conference gave editors a chance to ask
questions about the working conditions in
Nike's overseas factories.
The staff members spoke aOOut President
Clinton's Apparel Industry Partnership. 1n
August 1996, President Clinton invited Nike
and several other U.S. corripanies to work
with human rights, labor, religious and
consumer groups to come up with ideas to
infonn consumers their products were made

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

under good working conditions.
Nike's I_)irector of Labor Practices Dusty
Kidd said Adidas and Reebok have done a
good job with the partnership.
Kidd also said Nike feels there is a lot of
wrong information being told to their
consumers and that is why they held the press
conference. Nike said they want to develop a
better means of communication with the
press and the public and to work on common
standards for their workers.
"Because sports are driven by so much
emotion, companies dealing with sports don't
usually talk in an apologetic voice," said
Kidd. ''This is something we'd like to
change."
Schug said the group is doing this project
to promote change in their community.
"People all over the world will be handing
out flyers on Saturday," Schug said. "We just
want people to be aware of Niket

A.\·k~·

green Jl/lill
Legendary Food * Legendary Fun

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU
(luge 14R one•ltem, hand-tossed pesi::ara or flat i::rvst)

Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceihng Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laund1y Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

~1lllliX.tltYUDII- 259-6455

YI

1'flff1Jfli£g e~

.lflll':11Je>lf lflOfflJBIJ
4:00- 6:30 and 9:00 -12:00
MOA·IM

San-Th1r

''Ill~ 1''1Jll/f;;f;: lW9'/%FI/Zf:B~
•$iJJ.$!1J lrJ!&:Bs~QJHll,\JAb SJIJZ&: 9 '1/ZZI'!,

Downtown in the Kelly Inn! Ac11ss lrom Norwest Bank
Easy walking distance from SCSU!
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CHRON'JCD:::NEEDS ,"I
CAREER & MONEY ED9T0R'
Position includes:
• Planning and assigning stories
• Page design
*Writing stories
* Copy editing

Alumna

Apply today at 13 Stewart
Hall!
255-2449
Ryan Voz, Editor

Hey MenLook what !lair &
Bod,y Works can
offer you:
Haircuts, waves &

Permanents, highlights & full body

massages. With

Ha ircut !

your first visit
receive a compli-

"'.""tan;

home
hall'Care product.

Ask about the Hair & Body Works
Nail Care Club, Hair Cut Club &
the $1.50 student discount.

Call for your appointment today(
HArlU, lf-f31 s:oev W0l!K5 #203-0960
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'The money for.the fund will be
kept intact by the SCSU
Foundation and scholarships will
be awarded by the mass
communications department and
possibly the physical education

department, said director of major
gifts Terri Shipshock .
Money for the scholarship~ will

fund. Other media organizations
and colleagues of Huisentruit will
be approached as well.
There will be a press
oonference on Oct. 22 to mark the
initial endowment. The seed
money will be presented to SCSU

by KIMT-TV.

"''The endowment can be added
to indefinitely," Shipshock said.
Shipshock said it takes a full
to Shipshock. Revenue is year to earn revenue on the
generated though investments account. The first scholarship
made with money from the fund.
awarded from the fund will be in
The seed money coming from thespringof1999.
Hill said the fund is intended to
Mason City will start the.campaign '
to acquire other donations for the keep the memory of Huisentruit
fund, Shipshock said. She also said alive. The endowment should
additional gifts will help to recognize the problems of people
increase
the
amount
of in high visibility positions.
''This is where Jodi got her
scholarships and program funding.
Shipshock said the SCSU education," Shipshock said. She
Foundation
will
target said that is why the money has
communities in which Huisentruit been given to SCSU for the
worked for donations. Also, endowed fund.
alumni who graduated with
''I would hope she would think
Huisentruit, faculty and staff will it was a neat thing," Merbach said.
be contacted for donations to the "It was hard to get her to work
come from the revenue generated
by the endowment fund, according

,•

•

FACULTY
STAFF
. STUDENTS

when interns and students were in
the office."
He said Huisentruit wanted to
teach others what she learned
during her career.
Huisentruit participated in the
SCSU chapters of the Public
Relations Student Society of
America, Society of Professional
Journalists and Women in
Communications, Inc. During her
three years working at lITVS, she
was an an~hor, reJX>rter and host of
SCSU's Today Entertainment
show, as well as covering other
events. Before going to KIMT-TV
in Mason City, Huisentruit worked
at KSAX-TV in Alexandria,
Minn., proceeded by a SJX)t at
KGAN-TV in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Shipshock
said
more
information on the endowment
fund should be available as of
today through the Internet on the
SCSU Foundation web page,
accessible through the SCSU home
p;ge at www.stcloudstate.edu

You've heard

the pitch ...
are you ready

to swing?

.The Women's Cultural Diversity ~-~
Committee is looking for new
members. You _are invited to help plan
events and activities related to
creating dialogue and alliance
building between women of color and
euro - american women

If you're on the fence
about writing for
University Chronicle,

straddle no more , We
have jobs to fit
anyone's schedule. As
a staff writer, you
write at least one story
every three issues and

• meetings will be held the third Tuesday of
every month
• first meeting is on October 21st from
3 to Spm in Atwood
Please come and share your ideas and
opinions with us

get paid $10 for each
one. Come down to
our office to day and
fill out an application.
Help carry the voice of

For,more infonnation call:
Abril ( Tues. & Thurs. from 3 to 5pm)
or

SCSU on the page~ of
the Chronicle.

Jane ·
at the Women's Center

Stewart Hall 13

255-4958

•

••

255-2449
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Vigil marks beginning of Sign
Alcohol Awareness Week- Q"~"'iid
·

·

SHANE Qp,4.TJ)pHOTQ EDfrOR

Sophomore Amy Richmond (left) took part in a candlelight vigil for the second consecutive year as part of
Alcohol Awareness Week. Richmond's cousin was killed by a drunk driver three years ago.

by Shawn Neudsuer
MANAGING EDITOR

Students gathered at a Sunday night
candlelight vigil 10 listen to two men
from M~ Againsi Drunk Driving
share their experience about losing their
children.
The vigil was supposed to have been
on !he Alwood Mall around a wrecked
car bot was moved 10 !he Atwood
Brickyard due to rain.
The event marks the beginning of
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week. The vigil was sponsored by Delta
Phi Epsilon sorority and the
Alcohol/Drug Awareness Prevention
Team.
Paul Schauderlaff and Jim UUC each
lost a child in 1993 when Schauderlaff's
son was ro\lerblading with Case's
daughter and a car, driven by Jim Pohl
of Cold Spring, hit them.
Pohl had been playing softball at a
bar and was on his way home when the
crash occurred. His blood alcohol had
been JI} and he was speeding.
Since then, Pohl has been-sentenced
and is currently serving 39 months in
Stillwater. But that doesn't change
anything and the children aren't coming
back.

"People ask me if I think 39 months · coordinator of ADAPT, said she knew
is long enough," Case said_ '1 ask them they were going to cover the event.
if 39 yeafS is long enough."
"I was really pleased with most of
"If 39 months in Stillwater doesn't the coverage," she said. ''I just wish they
get through to that guy [Pohl] thel1 I hadn't used the riot footage. It was nice
don't think anything will," Schauderlaff they oov~ the vigil, but we've been
said. ''Something needs to happell IO doing it for 11 years. They made it sound
shake a person to the core beforc·any big as if we were just doing this so it [the
changes can lake place."
· riots) wouldn't happen again."
Schauderlaff began relating his ~
Kane closed the vigil with a moment
experience _about a year after losing his of silence.
son.
Kane said she wants students to be
"After lhe cl1'ih i walkedaroundfor safethisweck.
a year in a coma," Schauderlaff said. ·
"Our motto at ADAPT is respect
"Finally I decided it was time to do yourself," she said. "Have respect for
something. anything. So I began talking yourself at14 for other people when your
about it "
.
out during Homecoming week."
The crowd gathered was visibly
Othereventsscheduledforthis week
shaken by Schauderlaff's description of include a presentation about Fetal
the injuries the two children sustained. Alcohol Syndrome on Tuesday, Women
Several people were crying and on Wednesday will host a talk about
comforting each other. The two men drinking on campus Wednesday, Delta
showed an enlarged photo of the Zeta sorority and Delta• Sigma Phi
·wrecked car Pohl had been driving.
fraternity will sponsor a safe ride
· ''This car did not hit ~ tree," program Friday and Saturday nights for
Schauderlaff said. "It didn't hit another students planning to drink at downtown
car. It hit two people. My son was hit so bars and Husky Hoopla starts at 3 p.m.
hard,allthebonesintheright_sideofhis Saturday at Halenbeck Hall for those
body wrre shattered. His spinal column who decide to skip the bars.
was partially severed from the forte of
For mort information about
his head snapping back."
National Col/egiaft Afcolwl Aw{lJ'tlft.U
The event was also covered by Week, contact JoAnne KOM of ADAPT
KMSP channel 9. JoAnne Kane, at 255-4850.
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can'! believe nO one saw it,"

party house without knpwing the

:::;:'.:t~u·:·~c:~~{

mere have been "'
repone.d witnesses.

.will be there," Quam said."

The sign is made of IS-ounce
vinyl, according to Aom, and is 25
feet by six feet.Quam said it took at

10

least 12 people to hang the sign

Quam said. ARAMARK gave

Ed Devoid, Food Service
Director for ARAMARK., wanted
help sponsor Homecoming,

originally. All four comers of the AMA the money_IQ buy the sign
sign were padlocked to the chain- and for Tlink fencing on the bridge. Also, shirts to sell to
there were grommets on every two students
feet around the edge of the sign during
with fasteners.
Homecoming
Quam said additional ropes that week.
_were holding the sign on the bridge
"I'd hope
were still intact, but the comers it wou ld be
around the padlocks were cut 'along returned and
with the fasteners around the sign's we can put it
edges.
back
up," BARRY WEGENER
"We aren't sure fiow it came Wegener said.
down. Someone had to have He said he doesn't know what to
crawled on top to cut it and dropped expect to happen with the sign and
it down to people below _who got its recovery.
it," Quam said.
'There's so many people
The sign_was purchased by the involved,
so
it's
really
SCSU chapter of the AMA for disappointing," Wegener said. He
$669.50, according to Quam. The said Iha! AMA has been working
money for the sign came fro~ very hard on ITlarlceting for
ARAMARK. Quam said.
Homecoming week and were
''ARAMARK put a lot of · excited to put the sign up. He also
money into this," Quam said.. She said that ARAMARK should be
said the sign is worthless now, and noted for its efforts as well.
it will not be replaced becau5;e of
"I was really hurt," Quam said.
the cost to ARAMARK, and "ARAMARK really put in a lot of
because it took longer than a week money and now it's down the
to be made.
· drain."
Quam said she's assumi ng some
students took it to hang in_their

Ne e d

$
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Quick???

VCR's, Ste reos, TV's, Jewelry,
Tools, Firearms Musical
InstrumE!nts, Bil<es, etc ......
No Parking Meters!!
Mon•P r i: 9

ltllWi♦dii·:flt

■ .m. - 5:30p. m .

Sat 9 a. m . - 3 p . m .
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I
We want Your Appetite! I

I At \1zirdll2r the more you eat, tile more you can I
ISAVE ! Pick up a Freq uen t Buyer Card and 1
:b'eg in saving with these mouth watering deals!
:
IMfilla-Monda¼ Save 50 ce nts on every
I
:Monste r Combo you can eat! No Limit !
·:
ITwo for Tuesday: 2 Boss Burgers for $2
I
:work-;fQr Me! Wednesday: Save _50 cents on

:

:every Works Combo you can eat! NO Limit! . :
1Tllristy Thursday: En large your drin k fo r fr ee,
lwith any combo purchase
:Frisco Friday: Save 50 cents on all Fr i sco

:
1

'Combos you can eat! No Limit!
:
Lo w er Leve l Atw ond Cen t er-SCSU

:
1

I

I
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EDITORIAL

Pay more attention
when you drive
Last week there were four accidents shown on the
news involving school buses, one incident of road rage
that involved physical violence, and one incid,ent where
a IO year old boy took a car for a joy ride, running over
a cop car. All of these situations took place within the
Minneapolis metro area. St. Cloud is not considered
Minneapolis, but all these situations involving cars

leaves an impact.
With all schools in session at this point of the year, it
seems slightly alarming that there were so many
accidents involving vehicles. It seems that everyone
needs to have a new lesson in drivers' education.
Getting behind the wheel of a car is a big responsibility
that can have large consequences. Consequences that
can mean death of someone you care about or someone
you do not even know.

A stop sign means stop, not slow down, or roll
through and look both ways. Not coming to a complete
stop can be a dangerous thing. So many comers in St.
Cloud involve four way stop signs. Probably most of
you have been in a situation where someone just blows
on through that stop sign just as you are about to go.
This can all be avoided if you stop. Take a few seconds
to look both ways. That way you won't make someone
else mad and maybe you won't get into an accident.
When you do not stop, someone might get mad, and
follow you and maybe even drag you out of your car
because you made them so mad for not stopping at that
stop sign. This is a situation that must end. It is hard
enough to drive and be concerned about your own
safety and others on the road. To be worried about
another driver pulling a gun or accosting you with their
own vehicle takes it over the edge. Stopping at that stop
sign can really make a difference.
If not for yourself, there are many children roaming
the streets before and after school just trying to get
there and back. SCSU is close to many schools and
younger students are often on the streets around
campus both walking and biking. Think a little bit.
a little more attention the next time you drive. You
be in so much of a hurry that you are willing to run
someone down, Can you?

Editorial Board
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STAFF OPINION
RYAN Voz, EDITOR

Wegener trying to do his job
Barry Wegener has
old clips of the "riots"
been a busy since his
which took place during
arrival last Spring.
Homecoming of I 988. For
He is a part of a
some reason the "riot"
marketing project to
tapes showed up as
promote the
~-. ..
-:. result of a petition
university through · . ·
-'.\' whi,h is trying to
the use of
•. · ·
.
delay bar hours
billboards.
. ',if ~ ·
on Homecoming.
For example,
.,, · .. • ._: The only thing we

which they received from

ARAMARK.

It just so happens
Wegener is the adviser of
this organization.
Remember, Wegener is
not the only one on this
campus trying to promote
the university. Not to
mention those who have
done a great job, with
he is the director
· - :..·_-._\_~ ... ,_'
have gotten from
of Marketing and
. .:.. : ...
the tapes is more
little help from the media
CommunicationS
.. \\:::\\\\\t·-_ · bad rap and a
and stupid people who
at SCSU. .
. .-:. ·:. .
knowledge of
decide to take destructive
He was thrown into a
their tape archive system.
action towards a good
university with a bad
We now
cause.
reputation, which no one
know
People like
including Mr. Wegener
television
===et--1111.
■r=== Wegener
will ever be able to cure.
people don't
shouldn't ·
Much like an
misplace
to worry
Much like an have
automobile mechanic,
things as they
about people
Wegener tries to fix
bring things
trying to
automobile
problems which arise
up from
destroy this
mechanic,
throughout the year.
almost JO
university in
Wegener tries to one way or
Through various forms
years ago.
he tries to promote this
Wegener
another. That
fix
problems
university by showing
can only grit
part seems to
which arise
how the positives
and grin with
be taken care
outweigh the negatives.
the latest
throughout the of by other
Too many people have let
incident,
people who
year
incidents linger from the
which
really don't
past.
happened last
care or
The latest Twin Cities
weekend. The incident
understand what SCSU
telecast can only torment
involves a banner
has to offer. If things don't
Wegener as he sits at
promoting Homecoming.
change and people don't
home trying not to worry
The banner may seem
wise up - Wegener along
about the university.
very minor to some
with the other hard
The only thing Wegener people.
workers on the campus
is trying to remember at
No big deal right?
will have trouble
about 10 p.m. on a ·
Well tell that to the
achieving one of thei:'
weeknight is not to forget
American Marketing
main goals - making
to set his alarm.
Association, which
.sure this university gets
Instead, he is faced with pitched $669.50 for a
shown for what it's worth.

a
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Cutting out the alcohol is not the answer
Why does one get the feeling if the
St. Cloud City Council had its way,
not another alcoholic beverage would
be served within the city limits?
Sound
ridiculous? Look
around. Know your
history, especially
recent history. Ask
owners and
employees at many
of St. Cloud's finest
(or not so finest)
establishments and
:MARTY
you'll see many
SUNDVALL
shaking heads when
asked,

"Why can't you ... ".
"The city ... " usually starts each
response.
It's plain and simple bar owners in
the city are not allowed to do business

t:J.!e way they want.
Nine years ago there wa,; this thing
called the St.. Cloud Homecoming
Riot. It wasn't really a riot, just a really
big party where some students - many
of which DIDNT go to SCSU burned a couc~ and a bunch of other
stuff in the street near Hill-Case. And
then John Q. Law was called into
action and they all thought it was
Watts.
Ultimately, the booze was to blame.
At the same time the actions of the
partyers and law enforcement officials
were eventually brushed off. Booze
was a nifty scapegoat. And the drive to
control alcohol sales in St. Cloud have
kept coming. One right after the other
for nine years.
Let's see: A favorite bartender
cannot give a frequent customer a free
drink on his birthday because the city

said so. An owner cannot conduct
bargain specials, like the old Thirsty
Thursday or mug nights downtown,
because the city said so. An owner
cannot have ladies' night, whereby
women get reduced drink prices, all
because the city said so.
Private citizens must go to the city
and buy a permit to have -a keg of beer,
even if they're 80 and have lived here
all their life and want to have a party
for the graduating grandson all
because the city ..
You get my point.
· What's next? Eliminating the Grain
Belt Premium Beer B[!.tter at St. Cloud
River Bats games? Or·never letting
downtown merchants build outside
seating areas? Or banning the sale of
pitchers of beer like Stearns County
wanted to? (Don't laugh ... it was
proposed this summer.)

The truth about sexual violence
As the coordinator and one of the presenters
of the Sexual Violence Prevention Workshop, I
have been reading the recent letters with
interest and am pleased that a dialogue of
diverse opinions is occurring. However, lam
concerned that some of those opinions appear
to be based on myths and falsehoods about the
workshop and about sexual violence.
L.L. Kriz wrote that she thinks the
workshop should be more "gender equal."
Rape is not a gender equal topic. 90 to 95
percent of all adult rape victims are female. 98
percent of perpetrators of both female and male
rape victims are heterosexual males. This
however, does not mean that all men are
rapists, and this is clearly stated several times
in the workshop. 1be workshop is not designed
to make men feel guilty about being male, but
it is designed to challenge cultural beliefs and
attitudes that lead to rape and the acceptance of
rape behavior.
Can men be Victims of sexual assault? Yes.
One· in six to eight boys wi)l be victims of
child sexual abuse and about five to ten percent
of adult sexual assault victims are male. This is
why the issue is discussed in the workshop.
However, it is important to realize that even
adult male rape is related to gender issues and
misogyny. The message from the perpetrator
often is, "You are so worthless to me that I am
going to treat you like a woman." In an attempt
to deter sexual assault against both women and

Letter
policy

.

men, we still need to examine gender issues.
In studies ( done by male researchers) of
college men, 35 percent reported at least some
likelihood to rape of they would not get caught
(Malamuth 1984) and over 1/3 of college men
reported having ignored a woman's protests
(Rapaport & Burkhart 1984). I agree with one
of the letter writers who stated that a majority
of men are not raping. However, the above
statistics reveal that too rn_any men are. Joseph
Weinberg, a speaker on sexual ethics, writes in
his newsletter, "All men are not rapists.
Bowever, I d0 believe that all men receive
training on how to rape.... This training
encourages them to deny their emotions, to fear
'weakness,' and to find self-worth in
dominance and power. Men are not the
problem. The problem is a rigid, unrealistic
definition of masculinity."
I am heaitened and encouraged by the many
men who do not use this "training" as an
excuse to rape and are creating new meanings
of.masculinity. I encourage the men who left
the workshop feeling defensive to use that
energy to work against sexual violence and
model their behavior after the men highlighted
in the training videos who confronted instances
of sexism and sexual violence among their
peers.
Lee LaDue

Sexual assault services
Asslstant director

What is your opinion?
All letters must include your name, year in
school ( if applicable), major in school (if
applicable), and signature. If you want your
comments in the paper, you must include all
information stated above. Letters are
recommended to be under 350 words.

And now the city wants bar owners
to open at 11 a.m. on Homecoming
Saturday. Get a clue. The people in the .
taverns at 8 ·a.m. are not going to be
Students - they're all going to be
sleeping off Friday night.
The people hurt by this are those
getting off work early in the morning
who might want to stop and have a
cool one and unwind. Or the local old
timers who like to make the rounds
early in the gay. Or the chronic drunk
Who likely has never been close to
SCSU, a university that was NEVER
on Playboy's list of the biggest party
schools.
The city wants to keep the clamps
on the student population. But what it's
really doing is limitingthe way some in
St. Cloud want to nm their businesses.
And taking the easy way out by
blaming the booze ..

The Chronick
should face the
consequences
I would like to address the opinion article written by
Marty Sundvall on Oct. 6, "Conflict with Student
Government continues." This was a result of the question
regarding if the Chronicle should remain a recognized
student organization or not. This would impact the funding
provided from student funds.
I would like to ask why the Chronicle was unable to
complete the proper fonns, while over 200 other student
organizations were able to? A recognition form was send
out to each organization this fall. I know this because I
personally took care of the fonn for Chemistry Club. We
were able to meet this deadline and we don't even get a
budget. One would think that with a budget of over
$120,000 the Chronicle would m~e sure this was done.
What if the Chronicle were a REAL newspaper and missed
a deadline? This is not an isolated incident of the Chronicle
thinking they are better than other student organizations.
This exact .recognition form debacle has taken place in the
past. Also, two years ago when it was specifically stated
that _Student Government would not be funding any new
paid positions, the Chronicle was one of only a couple that
asked for additional funds.
I say it is about time that Student Government stop the
Chronicle's blatant elitist attitude. I would encourage the
government to make the Chro_nicle follow the rules that
other organizations do and not recognize the Chronicle and
freeze funding. lf this is not done, all other organizations
should be automatically recognized. Also, it is about time
for the Chronicle to display some professionalism not only
in their business operations. but also in their journalism and
provide accurate stories to the student population.
Also, why hasn't the Chronicle gone independent?
Several years ago this was recommended by Student
Government. Quit threatening us and do it!
William Huston
Senior
Physical science education
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CLUB GERMAIN
FITNESS CENTER
919 W. ST. GERMAIN DOWNTOWN 255-1171

Two Month Membership
Only $39.95

Includes Consultation with Trainer

'

·

& Five Free Tanning Sessions

Unhm1ted
• Aerobics
• Racquetball
Treadmills
• Spa

• Nautilus
• Life Cycles
Stair Climbers
• And More
0 ,

.~

~
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So e Traditions Just
Shouldn't Be Changed.

Husk}J %mtecoming and
<fjWffJrB1/fP&1S Pizza fJJeuverg
We're Expanding Our Hours For This Special Event.
On Friday, Oct. 17 and Saturday, Oct. 18 of 1997

We Are Open Until 3:00 a.m.!!

Free Delivery ~®~~@>~®

located in

(CD,

·s.
5/97.

L---------------J
C

Open Daily at 11 :00 a.m.
Normal Closing Times: 1:00 a.m. Sun-Wed; 2:00 a.m. Thur-Sat

Giovanni's·

l ...}~~z:i•...

£

WHEN YOU THINK PIZZA, THINK GIOVANNI'S

=
2 - XL Single Item Pizzas =
1 - LG Three Item Pizza
$14.29 +tax

$7.49 +tax

Add. Toppings $1.20 ea.
Please mention coupon when ordering.

Add. Toppings $1.10 ea. ·
Please mention coupon when ordering,
Expires 10/23197

Expires 10/2'J/97

Attention Fall Graduates
Students graduating fall quarter should have
received a Commencement Reservation Form
and Cap and Gown Order Form from the

'et

Office of Academic Affairs. ~ _

A reminder: The deadline for ordering cap and
gowns is Tuesday, Oct I 4. After that date, a
$5 late fee will be charged. Cap and gown can
be ordered from the University Bookstore or
purchased or provided· from other sources. If
you have questions, please contact the Office
for Academic Affairs, 255-3143.

rts
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Freshtnan ignites SCSU to victory
Torsson's third period goal, assist, leads HuskieJ to 4-2 win over Regina
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU freshman winger Peter Torsson Mike.Maristuen scored 2:59 into the game.
wanted to get his first ever collegiate goal out
Regina's John Reynoldson tied things· 1-1
of the way as soon as possible-and he did.
at 8:53 of the first period.
Torsson's early third-period goal put the
.The Cougars would take theii"only lead
Huskies up 3-2, and proved to be the game- after a second-period goal by Darren
winner as the Huskies went on to defeat the Martens.
.
University of Regina 4-2 Saturday night, at
The Huskies would tie the game up at
the National Hockey Center.
l0:35 of the second period, on a power play
Torsson described the goal as being in the goal by junior winger Jason Goulet.
right place at the right time.
Goulet was camped at the left side of the
"We passed it back to the point and got crease and tapped in a rebound shot by
away a good shol," Torsson said. 'The puck sophomore defenseman Josh DeWOif, giving
was bouncing and all the guys were focusing the Huskies their second pow~r•play goal.
on ,it. I saw the puck lying there and just shot
The Huskies would end up the night going
it in."
two for five on the power play.
It marked the first ever goal as a Husky
''The power play was not that bad,"
and Torsson's first ever collegiate goal.
. Goulet said. "We did have some problems at
"I think for every player, to get that first times setting up in the zone, but we were able
goal out of the way is a big relief," Torsson to get a couple of rebounds for power play
said. '1 was hoping I could get that first one goals."
·
out of the way and erase any opporttlnities for '
SCSU only allowed one power play goal
"superstitions."
against in five Cougar opportunities.
Torsson was involYed in the Huskies'
· "We had a real good penalty kill," Goulet
insurance goal, assisting on senior center Rob said. "We were in the top three or four in
Klasnick's first goal of the season.
penalty killing last year, ~ it something we
Torsson skated with the puck behind need to continue into this season."
Regina Goaltender Jason Clague and .
In the start of the third peyiod, the Huskies,
centered the puck on to·the stick of Klasnick, who were rotating a different goalie each
who buried.it home, giving the Huskies a 4.2 period, inserted senior netminder Brian

a d v ~coach ..., nugl>altlsm he was
impressed with the play of the entire team,
particularly the play of the freshman from
Sweden.
.
"We should put the Swedish flag up
(at NHC)," J?ahl said. "(for.sson) is still
tentative at "times, but he has good speed·
and he is a smart kid and I think he is

~~ n,w;all•but two shots in the perioo
as the . ~uskies stifled any Cougar scoring
opportunities.
"I am really h_appy how the team,
particularly the defense, got better as the
game went on." Dahl said.
SCSU started junior goaltender Tim
-Lideen in the first period, and substituted

SCSU sophomore forward Matt Bailey gets away ·a· shot through two Regina
players during SCSU's 4-2 win over Regina Saturday night
.
sophonwre Scott M~ier in ihe second.
'·-"
Both goaltenders allowed one goal in their
time of play.
'1 am happy with our goaltending," Dahl
said. "Leitza never got tested, but I thought
Lldeen did a good job, and Meyer got tested
alittlebitanddidagoodjob."
The Huskies are now 2-0 in the two
meeting~ with Regina
In 1995, SCSU blewouttheCougars 11-2,

by 1yson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

"It was the perfect game for us," Dahl
said. "We~ a good tight game to start
out the season, not a blowout."
SCSU will bring their l•O 'record. into
Friday and Saturday's games against . the
Fighting Irish of Notre Dame.
Both games are slated to begin at 7:05
p.m. at the National Hockey Center.

"The girls played well," said
SCSU head coach Shellee
Copley. "It's nothing you c~ be
mad about. It was a close game,

Late bomb

sinksscsu ·
by Rob L.aP/ante

~
SPORTS EDIIVR
The SCSU soccer team (1·2
North Central Conference, f>..7- 1 but_~ : ~::!~~nl:i:~~ with
A controversial last second
overall) Jost 2• l in overtime to
only 16 shots bomb, shot · down the SCSU
Mankato State
allowed On football team's chances from
University (I•
the
gaining
another
North
I NCC. 5-8-1
goaltenders
Central Conference road victory
overall)
b}'
both Saturday at . South Dakota State
Saturday at
teams (9 for University.
Selke Field.
SCSU, 7 for
With the Huskies (2-2 NCC, 3-3
It
The
MSU) with overall) trailing 13·0 heading
Huskies also
38
fouls into
the ' fourth
quarter,
but
lost the last
committed
SCSU strung off 16 unanswered
home game of
between the points taking a 16-13 lead
the season and
two teams.
With less than a minute
their bid for
Copley
remaining,
and
no SDSU
second place
compliments timeouts, the Jackrabbitts elected
Shellee Copley
in the NCC
her defense to throw deep on their first
with the tough
HEAD SOCCER COACH
on their job attempt.
However,
SDSU
conference
in the game quarterback Noel Bouche would
l1?;;t to the
saying, "All of them did a good be penalized for throwing the
Mavericks.
over
the
line
of
MSU scored the first goal·of job. I kept most of them in for ball
entire game and:.. they did scrimmage.
the game in the second half, the
very well."
;' On the next play, Bouche threw
which was responded by SCSU
The Huskies are 2.7 up the hail mary and coming down
Brunell Brau: who scored her
since Sept, 12 and are with it was Jackrabbit wide receiver
first goal of the year. 'I)le
hoping for better things • to Brock Beran for the game•winning
Mavericks game-winning goal
.
came in . late overtime with a come when they go to Miami touchdown.
deflection on a comer kick that to face Lynn University
went past freshman goaltender October 24 in the F.lorida '
Tournament
___Go_ro_L_O_S_S,-P-A-GE_1_3_•
Jenny Ring.

was a close
game,
we
werejust
unlucky

below .500 for the first time this
season at 6-7-1 . Their next game
will not bee until Oct. 24 when
they face Lynn University in the
Florida Tournament. •

.me
!!il;~1t~
~~. -00!4-~
to~
arouno.
· .,,.,_

~~this
-~ D
0

,....,.,._..

Huskies fall to Mankato State 2-1

SCSU sophomore defender
Bobby Ries eludes a Mankato
player during Saturday's 2-1 loss
to the Mavericks. With the
Huskies' loss, i1s record drops

'

going to be a good player."
It didn't take the Huskie5 long to get the
5,00 I fans to their feet after senior winger

.
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Spikers drop pair of w~kend matches
Losses to SDSU and Augustana drop's Huskies' NCC record to 0-9
by Rob LaP/ante

Conference defeat.
Saturday night, the Huskies·

SPORTS EDITOR

The
wants to
but as
Melissa

hosted Augustana College.

SCSU volleyball team
win, has the talent to win,
freshman- outside hitter
Wright put it, it is not

The Vikings came into the
match with a record of 18-6
overall.
Wright said Auggies' record

mentally tough enough to win.

didn't really phase the Huskies.

"Our biggest problem is,
mentally we are inconsistent,"
Wright said. "We need to play the
same way every -game and right

"Personally, I didn't even think
of (Augustana's) 'rCcord,'.' Wright
said. "Generally, most of the teams
;~~:~s~'~ve a better record than us

~~~ we have to mentally toughen

The Vikings made little work of

Evidence
of
SCSU'S the Huskies winning in three quick
inconsistencies showed up Friday gam~ 15-8, 15-4, 15-11.
·
against South Dakota · State
SCSU senior middle hitter Juley
University.
Viger, who led the team with 18
The Huskies came out storming kills against SDSU, led the Huskies
in the opening game winning by a with IO kills Saturday.
score of 15-3.
Sophomore outside hitter Kim
Things took a 360 degree tum Pellmann had nine kills and four
around in game two as SDSU blocks.
would rebound with a 15-1 win. •
As a team, the Huskies could
"Friday, we all came out in the only muster ·a team att~ck
first game excited and ready to go," , pe~ntage of .127..
Wright said. "In the seeond game
We seemed like we were
(SDSU) came out and started playing scared out there," Wright
bitting the ball and mentally, our said. "Right now we are lacking the
team couldn't handle that."
drive to have fun and some of us
In the third game, the Huskies hav~ to ~member the reason we are
bounced back winning 16-14, playmg 1s ,~cause we love to play
talcing a 2-1 lead in the match.
volleyball. . .
The Jackrabbitts battled back
SCSU will hit the road for two
and took game four 15-7, forcing a wee~end m~tches_ beginning Friday Ben Wichtennan/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
fifth and tie-breaking game.
at the Umvers1ty of Northern
SDSU won the fifth game •and C?lorado, Saturday, ~e -H~skits SCSU sophomore middle hitter Kim Pellmann
match 18-15 sending SCSU to.its will take on the _Umvers1ty of (15) and senior outside hitter Juley Viger
eighth straight North Central Nebraska-Omaha
attempt to block a SDSU shot during Friday
0

night's match at Halenbeck Hall. The Huskies
lost the match in five games 15-3, 1-15,-16-14,
7-15, 16-18, dropping their NCC record to 0-7.

Broncos on a mission: ajterfirstroanr:J-playofflos..

Davis and Elway lead NFL's best team to 6-0 start

Seven weeks illto the season, the Denver
were the only team that had the talent to
Broncos are Proving to be a mile high above knock off the cheeseheads from Wisconsin,
the rest of the teams in the National Football but the lack of intensity from not playing a
League.
meaningful game in nearly six
I have been a loyal Broncos
weeks cost the Broncos its
TAI.KIN' TIIE . season.
fan ever since 1983 when John·
TALK
Elway told the BaJtimore Colts
'This season, the Broncos
he would not play for them, and
chose to spend big bucks on freewanted to be traded to a
agent pick-up Neil Smith from
different team (whiCh ended up
the Kansas Ciiy Chiefs.
being Denver).
The move was made to try
Despite not winrrin'g a Super
and help-improve the Broncos'
Bciwl in four attempts, I still
pass rush, which was notably
have to laugh when people say
weak in JllSt year's playoff game
Elway can't win the big
as Jacksonville's Mark Brunell
one.
dodged every pass rust-er thrown
Sure, he doesn't have!). ring,
at him last season.
BY ROB
but people tend to forget that
So far, Smith has paid off
LAPlANrn
football is a team sport, and if it
leading the Broncos in sacks.
weren't for #7 at quarterback,
The Broncos defense, which
the Broncos would have never been in the
used to J;,e a liability, has already scored four
SuJ)Cr Bowl.
touchdowns this sea50n.
I have to admit. last season I was a bit
All-pro safety Steve Atwater still anchors
·disappointed aftet.Denver put together a
the secondary along with last year's AFC
league best 13-3 record and lost in theiriirst
in~erception leader and pro-bowl snub
playoff game to the Jacksonville Jaguars.
Tyrone Braxton.
I can honestly say, last year the Broncos
Second yeai linebacker John Mobley

I

The days of asking who is better, Barry Sanders
or Emmitt Smith, are kmg gone. The new question
·;s, who is the best-'-Terrell Davis?
leads Denver in tackles this season and has
become one of the top middle linebackers in
the business.
The offense speaks for itself as Elway,
age 38, still anchors the #I ranked offense
this season.
Elway has thrown 12 touchdown passes
this season and is off to one of his best starts
of his-career, but Elway's Broncos are
quickly turning into the Terrell Davis show.
In six games, Davis has rushed for nearly
800 yards. He has four 100-yard rushing
games this season, and one 200-yard game.
Davis is the true sense of a "workhorse."
You can count on him carrying the ball 2030 times a game, gaining 100-200 yards and
scoring a touchdown.

The days of asking who is better, Barry
Sanders 01 Emmitt Smith, are long gone.
The new question is, who is the bestTerrell Davis?
The only true position where the Broncos
do not have a pro-bowl calibar player is at
wide receiver. ·
But, Elway has never had a prime time
receiver throughout his career, so guys like
Ed Mccaffery and Rod Smith are still
weaJX>ns. Plus, tight end Shannon Sharpe is
one of the elite at his position.
Sorry cheeseheads, sorry Cowboys, and
sorry 49ers, but this season, Elway and
company are the cream of the crop who are
on.a mission and look to bring W.eAFC a
Sui,er Bowl ring.

Homecoming 97 ,
Remembe~ don )t drink and drive
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SCSU head coach Noel Martin said the
play was devastating, but wasn't sure if it was
a legal pass.
'The official was supposed to move to
check and see if the pass was thrown from
beyond the line of scrimmage," Martin said.
''The play before that, (Bouche) was

penalized for that, and according to
(defensive coordinator) Matt Pawlowski, the
winning score looked to be across the line
when he threw it."
The touchdown pass would be the
eventual game winning score and Manin said
it was a definite heart-breaker after coming
back from a 13-0 deficit.
"There is no question, to lose a game like
that really hurts," Martin said. "To come back
from 13-0, you have to give our guys a lot of
credit, but (SDSU) got in a situation to win
the game and unfortunately for us, they made
a bie: olav at the end."

The referees were not the only
ones playing a key factor in Saturday's
game.
With a wind gusting between 25-35 miles
per hour the entire game, SCSU senior punter
Kris Aksteter said that was a big part of the
game.
''The wind made it really difficult,"
Aksteter said. 'The wind was pushing the
ball down, so it really played havoc the
most on (junior quarterback Jon) Miller and
me."
With · the Huskies trailing 13-0 at
the beginning of the fourth quarter, SCSU
caught a break as the wind was to its
back.
The comeback began l :28 into the fourth
quarter as Mille.r took a quarterback sneak in
for a one-yard touchdown, cutting the score to
13-7.
The Huskies tied tjlC game at 13 with 6: 11
left after senior tail back Jerry Reitan
scampered in for a 35-yard touchdown run.
Sophomore kicker Neil Fish missed
the extra point, which was kicked from the

35 yard lille due to a Husky penalty
for excessive celebration after the
touchdown.
"Fish isn't the type of kicki:r that g'ets the
ball up in the air," Aksteter said. "With the
wind pushing the ball down, and kicking an
extra poiht from the 35-yard line, it was not
an eas'fkick."
On the Huskies' next possession, Fish had
a chance to redeem himself as he would
attempt a 33-yard possible game winniiig
field goal.
Fish's kick was good and gave the
Huskies a 16-1 3 lead.
Martin said the comeback was nice, but it
was an all too familiar sight.
"We have to start getting off offensively in
the first quarter," Martin said. "Like any good
football team, we need to walk on the field
and start getting it done like we did earlier in
the year."
With under two minutes left in the game,
and the Jackrabbits moving the football,
SCSU forced a fumble and appeared to have
the game in hand.

Three plays later, SCSU was forced to
punt the football, giving the ball back to
SDSU.
"(SDSU) had two timeout left, so we
really couldn't sit on the ball," Martin said.
"On the first play, we gained a few yards, but
they were able to stop the clock anrJ
eventually forced us to punt."
On the punt, SDSU was able to return the
ball into Husky terriotory, setting up the
finale.
"We had discussed whether or not 10 run
out of the end zone and take the safety,"
Aksteter said of the late punt. 'They got a 25yard return, but to be honest, I had all the
confiderice in our defense."
As it turned out, the worst senario for the
Huskies that could happen, did happen
and that would be the game winning
score.
Next up for SCSU will be the annual
Homecoming game Saturday at , Selke
Field.
The Huskies will entertain Augustana
COilege at noon a1 Selke Field.

Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCC F0011WJ.
' 997NCC 5:1a11t{i,tgs
Team
NCC
Overall
Nonh DakOla ..... ......... 4-0 ......... 5-0
NonhD-dkolaState ..... 3-1 ....... .. 5-1
Nebra4.a-Omaha
3-1..
. 5"1
Nonhem Colorado
3-L .
4-2
Mankato State ........ 2-2. .
3-3
St.Cloud State ........... 2-1 ........ 3-2
Auguswna .... ........... 1-3 .......... .. 3-3
South D-J.kola...
. .... 1-3... . . . . 3-3
SouthDakotaState ..... 1-3...
... 2-3
Moming,;ide
.. 0-4...
().6
fqiurday Oct 11 rnm4-t
South DakOla SI. 20, St. Cloud St. 16

Augusrana at SI. Cloud St. noon
SouthD-dkOlaSl.atNebra,ka-Omaha
Mankato St. at Nonhcm Colorado
South Dakota at Morningside
North 0dkola SI. at Nonh Dakota

NCCIOCCER
1?2z NCC S"tqndines
Team
NCC
Overall
Northern Colorado .
3-0 .. ... 10-2-l
St. Cloud Slate.. .
. .. 6-7-1
Mankato Slate ..... . . 1-1
5-s-O
4.9-0
North Dakota Sute .. .. 0-3. ...

falunlay Oct.

II ,ysufts

SO,,,thOdkOlaState
7-l.. .•
Nonh Dakota State .. . 5-2.
MankatoState ..............4--2 ..
Non.hem Colorddo
. A-3 ....
AuguSlana .
. 5-3
Morningside .................. 2-4 .. .
South Dakola . ....... 2-4
North Dakota
8-12
SL Cloud Slate ..
0-9.

frlday og IQrernU
South DakOla St. def. St. Cloud St. 15-3.
I-IS,16-14,7-15.16-18

fa!llrdaYOct.flmult
Augu.stana def. St. Cloud St. 8-15, 4-15.
ll -15

Mankato St. 2. St. Cloud St. 1

NCCVOLUYUU.

WCHAH__,,

• Free food
(lO a.m. to Noon)

•Pajama

Contest
(Following Brunch)

~

~

Alcohol and Non alcoholic drink specials all day!
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Engineering Students' Clubs
Organ,ize the 1 st Annual Engineering Day
~
The scSu student chapters of the Institute of Electrical and· Electronic Engineers (IE~F), the Society
of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), and the Society of Women Engi11eers (SWE) Will organize The
First Annual Open House· Engineering Day on Friday, October 17, 1997 from '10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Students, who want to find out more about engineering departments at SCSU and engineering career
opportunities; are encouraged to participate the activities of the Engineering Day. The activities •
include keynote speech by Mr. John A. Martens, corporate scientist from 3M, laboratory tours, handson workshhops, fun project contests and ·prizes. All activities will be-conducted by engineering students in the Engineering and Computing Center (ECC). On October 17, an infonnation desk will be
set up in the ECC lobby to help participants.
For detailed activity schedule and reserve your free pizza tickets, please visit the Department of
Electrical Engineering and the Department of M.inufacturing Engineedng (ECC 211) or
call (320) 255-3252 before October 16, 1997.

JEFF's
TOT AL BODY PIERCING

. J;_ "·::
. ~1.- /

; ~ \(":J!<c
lolldon

.

G-rq..(

...Jv;,(~

Paris
an Jose. Costa Ric~·
$246.
Auckland . $538

~-~~t•z=:·~~.::I~~--·.
!!!!~'=-~(......- :

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - J.EFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIC
16 - 21s1Avenue Snum
St. Cloud. Minneso1a 56301
For Appomlment or Cons1.:lra 1ion
Call 320 ·255- 7305 or 320·393-2654

•University Prollram Board•
is a student volunteer orllanization desillned to Prollram a
variety of events for SCSU and the surrounding communitll.
Films
10/16, 7 p.m. International Video Series "Boat People" Atwood Little Theatre
10/17-19, 7 p.m.
"Fargo"
Free with Student ID

literarY A
10/15, 4p.m.

Spooky Story Contest Entries Due . AMC I 18

Si>ecial Even
1997 Homec;omin1-Ma111c by Moonlizht
10/13, 7 p.m.
10/14, 7 p.m.
10/15, 7 p.m.
10/16, 7 p.m.
10/17, 10, p.m.
10118, 3-7p.m.

Talent Show
Ritsche Auditorium
Debate: "Marijuana-Legalize it?" Ritsche Auditorium
(free with student ID, $5 'to public)
Coronation
Ritsche Auditorium
Hypnotist, Sarni Dare
Ritsche Auditorium
Medium and Unisense
HaH Gym, Free
Husky·Hoopla
Halenbeck' Fieldholfse

Visual"
10/13-11/2 I

Exhibit: A Symphony of Fun and Fruits Atwood Gallery
Sculptures ~by Nasser Pirasteh, Alumni Artist
Opening reception Oct. 13, 3:30 p.m.
10/15, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Culinary Art-Vegetable Carving Atwood Lounge
Oemonstration and Instructiori by Pat S~ipyaroge

Join a UPB Committee
•Concerts •Films' •Literary Arts •Outings/Rec •Mississippi Music
Fe~t •Performing Arts •Speakers •Special Events •Spotlight
·
•Visual Arts ·

free to SCSU students
Mondays, 253-0736

I

CATHOUCCAMPUS MINISmY

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:J0 · P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .• 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS&. EVEN TS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFI Cfi_.)251- 3260

University Program Board• AMC J18 • 255-2205 • Hours: M-F 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m .

.---------------------------------------------------,

':\

12 P.AIRS OF FRESHLOOK® DISPOSABLE CONTACTS ·

CLEAR OR COLOR ENHANCERS

i
:

~ $59.96*,,Afl
Includes 4 boxes of Freshlook® Clear or Freshlook® Color Enhancer Disposable C o n t a c t ~.;,1 /
After mail-in_ma_nufact~rer's rebat: price: Excludes eye exam. Expires 10~31/97. _____________ _

L•
7

For a lot ol change or a little change. FreshLook® disposable color or. clear contact lenses.
For who you -are, even ii your vision is perfect. FreshLook Color Enhancers available in blue,
green and aqua. Ask about a FREE TRIAL OFFER. Limit ~one tree trial pair per person. May not be
suitable !or al! wearers. E~am fees no! Included.

Midwest Vision

7
EYE EXAMINATIONS AVAILABLE
BY DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY. .

------centers

:

~. vers1-o~s
.
.
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Not many people know about th~
small television station that runs out of
Stewart Hall, but

that to change.

urvs

would like

-

The college station celebrated its
20th
anniversary
in
~arch.
Throughout those "yearN, lTIVS has
reached hundreds of thousands of
viewers with their campus" news and
original programming.

''Compared to a lot of other college
stations, we have a lot of
accomplishments," said Mason
Jurchisin, the -genera] manager for

lJTVS.
.
According_to Jurchisin, urvs is
one of the only college statiOns to have
news broadcasts four nights· a week.
The standard is one night. Station
employees have also received
recognition for their sports coverage.
"Husky Magazine," a weekly
sports show, airs not only on trrVS,
but also on the Midwest Sports
Channel.

Above left, senior
Jason Buczkowski,
executive producer
of UTVS Husky
Hockey
this
season, uses an
RTS
headset
system
to
communicate with
crew members and
on-s~e talent during
a pre-production
session
held
Saturday evening in
an SCSU control
room located In
Stewart Hall room
151.

.

·.~ L

Besid~s the neWs and Husky
Magazine, IJTYS offers a variety Q(
shows for everyone, from the musiclover, to those who like to laugh.
''Whack" is a show which features
music videos from some of the
industry's most famous artists, like
KISS.
"Monday Night Live," another
music-oriented show, teams up with
KVSC, the campus radio station, to
·siffiultaneously broadcast the •radio
shows live, with their own blend of
music videos.
"Sanity Check" started up last year,
but has already acquired a cult
following.
"It's fun to work on," said
Jurchisin. '1'here's a lot of interesting ,
people."
The show features off-the-wall
comedy sketches written and
perfonned by students.
"It's very up and coming; because
it's just crazy," said Tim Boyum,
trrVS Assignment Editor.
One of the newer shows is called
"Husky Comer." According to

B0yum, it is a softer version of a talk
show. Each week, they chat with
professors, students, and others from
around the campus.
The station also takes an in-depth
approach
to
covering
the
SCSU hockey season, with Husky
Hockey.
And UTVS is
to
increase
and consistency,
JU!'Chisil1.
<:
Other goals for the future include
increasing the training program for
students and to increase knowledge
about the station on campus.
"We're here, but it seems that most
ofthe-time,peopledon'tknowit,"said
Boyum.
Jurchisin said he does not think any
of these goals are out of lITVS's
reach, though.
"As" a whole, the organiz.ation has a
lot of young bl~, ambition,
and goals," he said. "We've taken
some big steps here, and I think we're
going to become a majm force On
campus."

IJNM2RSITY

Uronicle/15

~

Above', more than 100 feet of equipment cable lines the
floor as I/TVS Ice-level reporters Jennie Sellnow,
senior; and Rob Lutz,. senior, prepare for an on-site
broadcast between periods of the Husky's hockey
game vs. Regina Saturday night at the National Hockey
Center. At left, Sellnow watches a program monitor
waiting to cue the talent, prior to on-site commentary.
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Columbus, including( "hero," "saint,"
'.'murderer," ~•'fraud."
~'tfero , and murderer are 9n t
,.,.tipl)®i!:.,..Qifemes of a moial ~
spectlllm,'~ said Ed Pluth, an
SCSU ~ nited States hi story
f

w

(l

fops: the

Illblives.

''
~

'

nOp. 12, 1
I iece of
es called Gu
·ved in In
d
the
ans," a na~
d be around
riCS1after.

Indian 14 ye
quota of gold. Those who
han4s chqpped ofq Bigeloii wntes.
st?.ry .of Cohpnbus is suizject to ~an
intc; retati&ns and perspectives~ Literatu
fro~ Coh}mbus, his~rians and many othe
authors is importan in understanding t
so give
hey we

lJ 1

complicated
individual
motivated by , his
sense of the workf'at
the time, and also being
European and Christian," writes
Pluth, ' The history and ac1ions of
Columbus and the natives are much
more compiex lhan ~pie understand."
On campus cdlbmbus also received
mixed reviews.
\
"Even lhou)h lColunibus and his
?i~very 8"1 \,~Jmpp~nt to us being her_e,
1t 1s ,mportaqt ~ \ that what he did
was at tfier c.~stl of\ millions of
Native Amciicans," said. senior Gretchen
Williams.~ ~ ~ . , . . ~
~Whether Columbus was a murderer1 a
~ ; ~ . rhJP~ ~ h.,. reli~ ~?'olial

~m

&• .

rt

na

g an

1s qua 1t1es - hi
es Samuel Morison i
bus, Mariner."
Mo~ historical!'i'ecords \vefe recorded by
Euro.pe3/1s - ' people. w~. by all indications,
consider Columbus a hero.

Columbus Day is a nationally,.JJb~erved
dpy in memo~ o/Jh'?,l;Jter mariner aildwill
IJe rec;pgnize Jfy govemmeAt o/Fces on Oct.

13, 19'/J.
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Sunday, October 26, 1997
11 a,m. to 3 p.m.
:Tanning

--------$----1---7·-----

: 10 sessions-to be
:used by Jan. 98

•

: 15 sessions-$35.
:2s sessions-$55.

,

iMen·~;;f~~~J~i-{f!
: With Steph or Cyntia

1

t_Shampoo, style, blow dry

,

: NA1Ci'e·ci-iN1ciiiN-:
]
:

"H,~fciiJ~~1sS~O~~~

Nail Tips ......... $29.
Fill-ins.
$15

:
'

L__ ~:~~:i:.--.:·:·:·:·:·.-·:·.-·~:i..-_____ i

Join us as we cckbratc
50 years of \ifdung
karning 011purtunilk's!
FcaLurcJ cvcnls for the
<lay incluJc:

• Musical entertainment
• Meet our faculty
and staff
• "Oktoberfest"
rcfreshn1ents
• Fun anJ games!

SI: CLOUDTECllNlCAL

COLLEGE
(Ju/den Oppu>lw,itics
I
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(3l0) 654-5089, 1-800-222--1009 or OTY) 654-5988
1540 No11hway Drive• S1. Cloud. ~-IN 56:'103-IZ·l\l
AOAAc:cessiblefaca;1y Alhrnm1iveActicrJE11ualQpPu<1\.lflltyEd11cat()fa<1<JE!,-p1oye,,
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Public opinion sh~s qn hemp issue
Story by Natasha Spoden and Illustration by Jon Jacobs

"Hemp Hemp Hooray!"
which made marijuana legal for medicipal
This is the message on one of the many purposes, and similar laws arc pending in
buttons worn by advocates of the other states. Arthritis, glaucoma, migraine
headaches, multiple sclerosis, menstrual
conlroversial green leaf - marijuana
Students walk around campus, their cramps, asthma, nausea, pain, and AIDS, are
bodies adorned with hemp jewelry. Pot has some conditions marijuana has been used to
become pop clllturc.
treat, according to MN NORML.
People
are
talking
about · Tim Davis, chainnan of MN NORML,
decriminalization,
legalization, · said he can see marijuana becoming legal in
(re}criminalization, hemp's industrialization, the future for industrial purposes,
cannabis' environmental implications, and because industries realize the
profit
·
marijuana as medication.
"Pretty soon all the trees will
"Marijuana: Legalize ItT' is the topic of
this year's homecoming debate. Steve Hager, be gone, and they will have to
editor-in-chief of High 'limes magazine, will legalize it_[marijuana]," Davis
dcl5ate the issue with Curtis Sliwa, the said.
founder and president of Guardian Angels. ·
According
to
MN
This takes place in the Kimberly A. Ritsche NORML, one acre of hemp
Auditorium, at 7 p.m, Tuesday. Tickets are equals 4.5 acres of trees.
free with an SCSU ID or $5 to the public.
Eric Lahmers, senior and legalization
· Marijuana, hemp, Mary Jane, reefer, pot, advocate,
explained
the
weed, dope, grass are all just some of the many environmental reasons to legalize
plentiful names of Lhe Cannabis plant. marijuana.
.
Marijuana refers to the drug obtained from
Pol\ution➔free hemp seed oil can be
the leaves and flowers of the plant Hemp is burned instead of fossil fuels,
the stem of the plant . whose fiber is used to while (gas) hemp fibers arc
make more than 25,000 products, according four times slronger than
to Popular Mechanics magazine.
cotton. Hemp paper lasts
"I am open to carefully regulated use of 50 times longer than wood
prescription marijuana for medical purposes," paper, and uses very little
said Richard Lawrence, SCSU professor of chemicals. Also, hemp can
criminal justice.
be Used as a biodegradable
According to National Organization for alternative
to
plastic,
the Refonn of Marijuana Laws, or MN accordiilg to MN NORML.
NORML, marijuana is not physically •
Davis said he supports the medicinal and
addicting
industrial legalization of hemp, but his real
Lawrence said he was not in favor of interest is in decriminalizing marijuana.
legalizing the drug, but conceded thal it did
"I care about the 600, 000 people in jail."
have certain proven beneficial medicinal Davis said.
,
purposes.
There are nearly 490,000 deaths annually
'
"We don't know all of the physiological from tobacco and alcohol - zero deaths from
effects of marijuana on the mind and body," marijuana.
he explained.
Lawrence said, 'The most dangerous drug
Last Nm:ember, California passed a_law in.America in tenns of death, viol~nt crime,

domestic . violence, flnd death on the
highway~ is alcohol."
Marijuana has been illegal for 60 years
and one of the targets of the "War on Drugs,"
for over a decade. Marijuana became illegal
in 1937 with the passage of the Marijuana
Tax Act.
·
At the time there were many campaigns
against marijuana, with Congress per:,on,
Harry Anslinger being at the helm of an
anti-cannabis movement. Before

~

this
movement
cannabis was not only
legal, but encouraged as an
-i'mportanl
crop.
Thomas
Jefferson grew hemp for industrial
purposes.
According to Eric Schlosser, who
writes for the Atlantic Monthly, the use of
marijuana leads to killings, sex crimes, and
insanity.
Tcxlay, marijuana is still considered a
Schedule 1 drug, classified with other drugs
such as LSD, and heroin.
Schlosser writes, "More Americans were

arrested for marijuana Qffenses during the
first three years of Clinton's presidency than ~
during any other period in the nation's
history."
Schlosser said more people are in prison
for marijuana, than manslaughter or rape.
'The war on drugs, is a war on in~"'.idual
freedom," Lahmers said. "It is a personal
choice."
'
The U.S. De()artment of
Health
and
Human
Services
produces a
pamphlet for teens Some
of the long-tenn effects
of
manJuana
use
mclude
enhanced
cancer nsk, lowered
spcnn counts and
difficulty havmg children m
men, mcrcased nsk of mfert1hty m
women, diminished or extinguished
sexual pleasure, psychological
dependence requiring more of the
drug-to get the same effect
People have many different
reasons why they'do, or don't, want to
legalize hemp.
More people are
comfortable with legalizing hemp for
medicinal or industrial purposes,
than
legalizing
the
drug
completely.
. Sophomore Ryan Fahrman, a
Criminal Justice major, said, "I see
it [marijuana] as an economic value
and if there is a proven medical
use - sure. But, I don't agree with people just
wanting it legal for their happy times."
Many people argue hemp is an ecological
key to human sustenance and survival and a
reliever of stress. Still, others argue
marijuana is just a dangerous 'gateway drug.'
Public opinion shifts through the. decades
in regards to marijuana, and perhaps America
is amidst another shift
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm., Eff. apts. Call 259-4841,
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
BRIDGEPORT APTS.
subleaser needed $240 mdnth,
great location. Parking avail. if
needed,

great

roommates

guaranteed. Any questions, call
Charysse at (715) 273-4109 or
(715) 273-7798.

1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,

water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.

3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3 bdrm. apt. in a house.

Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
West Campus Apts. Located by
Halenbeck. $185/mo. Includes basic
util. Sharon 255-9262.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 255·
9585.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL ·97 •
single room in large 4-bdnn. apt.
basic cable, DW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.

C~sifieds

FEMALE
private room in spacious 4-bdrm.
apt. near SCSU. Heat paid, parking,
laundry, DW. EPM 251 -6005.

Policies:

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's editiofl and noon Fri,day for Monda/s
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2. ·
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
1 & 2 BDRM. APT.
$370-$445/Mo, includes heat, . door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
waler, garbage & parking. Located
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 255on bus line, on-site laundry, mini3542 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
blinds. Call today 654-8300.
SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.

WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN
large 1 bdrm. $370/mo. Off-street
parking with plug-ins. Heat, water,
garbage included. Low security
deposn. 255-9262.

AFFORDABLE
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. $370-$455. S.E.
location on bus line. $100 off 1st
month's rent. Low security deposit.
255-9262'.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IIMMEDIATELY
4 bdrm. Townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.

$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
YOUR APT.
1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm. apt Large baths,
spacious closets, basic utili.
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.

4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included, micro., ow, NC, miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 2599673.

1 BDRM.APT. ·
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heal,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
·

2 BDRM. APT. $450/ MONTH
12-month lease. Includes heat,
water, & garbage, large rooms,
balcony, on-site laundry, located on
bus line. Call Sharon 654-8300.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.

3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A: 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253-

5340. ,

HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own_ room $185/month.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtuwn. Call 2599673.

$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S RENT
1 & 2 bdrm. apt. Heat.- water,
garbage and parking included. Mini
blinds, large rooms, on bus line.
255-9262.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. l2-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.

AVAILABLE:
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2 bdrm.
apts. on bus line. Riverside 2519418, or251-8284.

ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO.
includes washer , & dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located 3 blocks
· fromSCSU.Call253-0873or(612)·
. 295-4084, Off-Slreet parking.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU, heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Property; 251-8284,
or251-9418.
__
LA_R_G_E_S-IN_G_L_E_R_O_O_M__

MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. APT.
new carpet and paint, heat paid,
close to campus. EPM 251-6005.

with private bathroom and NC for
the student. Utilities included. 706
6th Ave. S. 252-9226.

FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
APTS.

SHARED RENTAL
4 bdrm. Townhomes, with pool,

::7:r~o~

CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with classic design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, OW, and micros.
Call 240-0234 to take a look.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities paid.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-'6153, leave a message.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. wnh two full baths.
~ra storage. OW, 1 garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.
ONE BDRM. OF 4 BDRM. APT.
$235/mo. Appliances, heat included.
Immediate occupancy. Campus
Management, 320-251-1814.
3 ROOMS FOR RENT
close to campus. Heat, elec., cable,
phone, garbage, water included.
Off-street parking. Laundry on-site.
654-6010. $215 • $240/mo.
NEED ROOMMATE IN 4 BDRM.
HOUSE
near SCSU, $200/mo. plus utilities.
Call Dawn after 6 p.m. at 320-285·
4875.

OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages, and
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
4 BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. t or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon. , •-·
STATEVIEW
4 bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, .OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. ResuNs, 253-0910.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
WINDSOR WEST
4 bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
Jesus and Satan are pretend. The
fact that we need hospitals and
clinics proves prayer does not work
and there is no one watching over
us. If the answer to social problems
were as simple as reading the bible,
then churches would be palaces for
the virtuous, rather than workshops
for sinners. Those who threaten
others with infinite torture are
terrorists. (e.g. clergy) Dar_
e to
question religion. Atheism is true.
God loves the people of this
world so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that everyone
who pu~ · their belief in me shall
have eternal life and shall never die.
,"'\, ,.. • ---.lesus of-Nazareth

For Sale
GT SADDLEBACK 20"
djo-track suspension. Toe-clips
$350. Specialized hardrock23", barends $300. 259-8234.
IBM THINKING PAD
asking $600 or b/o. Contact Amanda
B. at 255-9779.
1985 MERCURY TOPAZ
auto, good cond., gray. $500 or blo.
259-1192.
STYLEWRITER II APPLE
PRINTER
$150. Like new, quality papers. Call
255-4742.

ROOMMATE WANTED

e~;;~atitU~i: DW,

:~:~::~1S52.1~ft Available

4 bdrm. $199/mo. 203-0576.

TWO-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck· Hall.
Summer~all. CaU 251-8941.

$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$2QO-.summer, $275-fa!l. Off-street
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.

LEAVING THE DORMS??
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. Available Dec.
t. Close to campus. Heat, laundry,
parking included. Also on the bus
line. 255-9262.

1 ROOM EFFECIENCY
utilities and cable included. Parking
available. 259-9434.

1 STOP SHOPPING
we have several 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm.
SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
apts. for fall 1997. Several different .,for single rooms, heat pd., OW
floor plans and amenities. If you Close to campus. Contact Equity
need fall 1997 housing -WE HAVE Investments Ltd., 203-7789.
IT!!- Call today. We are currently
showing all apartments. Choose the
PRIVATE ROOMS
size and style and see it today! Call
in 4-bdrm. apts. Close to campus for
654-8300.
summer and fall. Includes heat, OW,
micro., A/C, mini blinds, laundry.
LARGE 1 BDRM. APT.
Yearly · rates available. Campus
for rent near SCSU. Call Matt or Quarters, 575 7th St. S. 252-9226
Char after 5 p.m. 253-5787.

$370 · 1 BDRM. APT.
get away from the roommate
hassles and get a place of your own.
Our apts. include heat, water, &
garage. You will have your own
reserved parking spot, on-site
laundry and conveniently close to
campus. 654-8300.

Monday, October 13, 1997
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FOR GROUPS AND INrRAMURAL
TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND
JACKETS
WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
(320) 252-2800

Attention
FLU SEASON IS COMING .. ,
don't let the flu get you down! Call
now for an appointment for flu
vaccine. Cost is $8. Health Service
appointment, 255-3193.
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
card fund-raisers tOr
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA application. Call 1-800-932credit

0528

ext. 65. Qualified callers

receive FREE T-SHIRT.

CAMPUS ALCOHOLICSANONYMOUS
has a new meeting time. Now

Mondays at 3 p.m. Newman Center,
Classroom C.
·
TYPING.
fast, accurate, profession"al. Call
240-2355.
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages. 240-2355.

EARN $750 - $1500/WK.
raise all the money your group

needs by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, SO why not
call for info. today. Call 1-800-3238454 X 95.
!!FREE PAGERS!!
call 203-1345 for yi:>ur free pager.

~f~. ~~~~~~= ;~~Jnd weather

BARTENDERS
~lling to train, flexible hours, good
tips. Apply in person at Cleaiwater
Comers, 558-2212.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. ,Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also

Jeeps,AWDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for

current listings.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in·hotel, free
social-hour . parties/$69 party
package. discounts. (800) 3664786. http://www.mazexp.com
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251-

7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
:,dents, $5. All other weekdays,

Employment

SUPERSTAR STUDENTS
NEEDED!
CLIENTS CONTACT YOU!
earn $ signing up friends &
computer-based software business. cla'5mates for our credit cards.
Simple, lucrative, part time. Daily Opportunity to advance to campus
----ca~h! _Call ..l7__Q:242-4S,95, DONEL manager involving hiring & training
_-PO
'::'B~-3;,38'8~-~Ya;n~kt~on:, ~SD
~ 57;0~
78~. ~ ·other students:""'No -car •required:-Must be ootg'oing & aggressive!
EARN MONEY AND FREE
Flexible hours & great income. Call
TRIPS!!
Lori at 800-592-2121 X 130.
absolute best SPRING BREAK
packages available!! INDIVIDUALS,
TASP INTERNATIONAL IS
student ORGANIZATIONS. or small
HIRING
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTER- motivated students for management
CAMPUS PRGRAMS at 1-800-327- postions in their hometowns next
6013 or http:/Nffl'l.icpt.com
summer. :Average earnings between
$7000 • $10,000. Training provided.
SPRING BREAK "98
For more info. call 800-543-3792.
Cancuo, Mazatlan from $389. Info.
Call 1-800-446-8355.
COUNTRY MILL GIFTS
www.sunbreaks.com.
help wanted stocking, cleaning,
- clerking. Stop for application. Will
can selected cand .. for interviews.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, 1701. W. St. Germain St.Cloud,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1) 251-0004
800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
info. Call 410-783-8275.

\{(fetus
6T. CLOUD ....,..

EARN EXTRA CASH BUT STILL
HAVE FUN!
local radio company is looking for
outgoing, energetic promotional
help. No experience nee. Hours
fle~ble. Call 251-4422.
$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Tc,I free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
f;ABN $SOO ORM.0.BE WEJ:KLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, 251 N.
~~~-t Hwy., Suite 117, Dover, DE
DANCE AND GYMNASTICS
INSTRUCTOR WANTED
looking for tap, jazz, and ballet
teachers. Also gym coa.ches. For
more info., call 251-3110.

D ADVERTISING

255-408

JelllElity
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INCENSE
MAqAZiNES

EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!"'
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to
promote Spring Break 1998! A free
trip & over - $10,000! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Rori!ia! North America's
largest student tour operatorl Call
Now! 1-800-838-6411.
FREE TRIPS & CASH! SPRING
BREAK!
outgoing individuals - sell 15 & go
FREE. Cancun, South Padre,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach,
FL. Guaranteed Best Prices. 1-800S U R F S - UP
www.studentexpress.com

PoSTERS·

_

RETAIL SALES TEMP.
selling our beautiful hand·knit Ecuadorian sweaters at our
Crossroads Shopping Center kiosk.
From 10/26 - 12/31, PT or FT nights
a~d weekends. $7.50/ hr., plus
dI~ounts for your X-mas shopping. I·
Call Ke~n at (612) 822-0231.

DISTRICT 742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
is hiring part-time school bus
· drivers for the 1997-98 school year.
Starting wage: $8.58 per hour and
benefits. Variety of routes and
hours available. Paid training
period. Shuttle service to SCSU
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
provided. Must be well organized
part 1ime. At home. Toll Free (1) whh a good driving record. Call
800-218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for 253·9370 or apply at 628 Roosevelt
listings.
Rd.

-=i=t-i&Mhiriiii

th m:crW~

POWDER RIDGE SKI AREA,
KIMBALL
is now accepting appl. for lift
~erators, rental shop workers, ski
instr. and kitchen employees for
weekdays, nights and/or weekends.
Fill out appl. M-F, 10-5. Questions?
Call 320-398-7200.

2irfihH AyeNtE Sou,H S1.Cloud, MN 56J01U20) 25_1,.2569

Available lmmediatelv
4 BDRM APTS

Quiet, Convenient locations

University Square ll
Fall Rates: $189 to $210
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

Off Street Parking
Controlled Access
Dishwasher
Microwaves
Ind. Lqcked Bdrms

✓

Laundry

✓ Air Conditioning

✓ Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretake

Call 41~r;§►1D> Todav!
253-1100

THIS SPACE COULD
BE YOURS!!
*HOUSING
EMPLOYMENT
*PERSONALS
'''FOR SALE
AND
''ATTENTIONS
CALL 255-3943 .
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FLY HIGH with

•

theA~llf TEAM
COMMUNICATIONS

Benefits of beng on the Aria Team: ,·
• $7 per/ hr PLUS M:YE!
• ·$100 Hiring Bonus
• Earn chances toward winning
2 round trip airline tickets
• Work 16+ hrs/wk - 3, 4, or 5
evenings & Saturday a.m.'s
• Regular & temporary part-time
positions availlable
• Convenient downtown location
• Edu~ation reimbursement
Comprehensive benefit plan including 401 K,
profit shdring, paid vacation

a vt7ic-e apt7ve lk re4
a~ ;,.,;hyer ahve lk re4
di!7int!' WNk ahve lk rMf

Call with Aria Communications on
behalf or worthwhile causes and
we'll make it worth your while

Call us today at

.

259-1896

to find out .more
& start your application

SCSU·. Campus Special
BASE SYSTEM INCLUDES .
MiniTower I Desktop Case 250W PS

Pentium Motherboard, 256k cache

Intel Triton Chipsei

32mbEDORAM

2-f6550 Serial Ports

I - EPP/ECP Parallel Port

2 -EI,DE Hard Drive Contro ller

1.44 Floppy-Drive

2mb PCI 64 Bit Video

2 Button Serial Mouse and Pad

104 Windows Enhanced Keyboard

MS Windows 95

2 Year Warranty

FCC Class B Certified-

SCSU CAMPUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PS-150
PS-166

P5-166mmx
- PS-200

P5-200mmx

P5-233"mmx

1.2GB

1.7GB

2.0GB

2.5GB

3.1GB

4.0GB

$864
$920
$929
$984
$1,061
$1,232

$908
$964
$973
$1 ,028
$1 ,1 05
$1,276

$916
$972
$981
$1 ,036
$1 ,113
$1 ,284

$916
$972
$981
$1,036
$1,113
$1,284

$975
$1,031
·$1,040
$1,095
$1,172
$1:343

$1,021
$1,077
$1,087
$1,141
$1,219
$1 ,389

POPULAR OPTIONS
Monitors

SVGA 14"
SVGA 15"
SVGA 17"
Multimedia
16x iDE CD Rom
24x iDE CD Rom
. ESS 16 bit PNP

3rd. Street Plaza
320 1st Ave. NE

•Price
$199 ,
$275
$550
Price

$99
$110
$40

Modems

Price

56K Int. Fax I Data I Voice
33.6 Int. Fax/ Data/ Voice

$120
$69

Speakers

Price

70 Watt Amplified
Audiophile Deluxe

$25
$69
Network Card

3Com 10/100 RJ45 (with system)

-Or
·SERVICE
J..A)fo UPGRADE CENTER

$55

Visit us on the Web•• www.cometc.com

320.259.6336

